Localised MPF regulation in eggs.
In this review we discuss the evidence that activation and inactivation of M-phase promoting factor (MPF), the universal mitotic activator, are regulated locally within the cell, and consider the mechanisms that might be responsible. Localised initiation of MPF activation has been demonstrated in Xenopus eggs and egg fragments by examination of the timing of surface contraction waves (SCWs), indicators of MPF activity, and confirmed by direct measurement of MPF in such fragments. Both the timing and the site of SCW initiation relate to the presence of nuclei and of associated centriole-nucleated microtubules. Localised MPF activation is likely to occur in the perinuclear cytoplasm as well as within the nucleus. Studies in a number of cell types show that the perinuclear/centrosomal region is the site of accumulation of MPF itself (the cyclin B-Cdc2 kinase complex) and of many of its molecular regulators. It also harbours calcium-regulating machinery, and in sea urchin eggs is the site of transient calcium release at the onset of mitosis. During mitosis MPF, regulatory molecules and calcium signalling components associate with spindle structures. Inactivation of MPF to end mitosis has been shown to be initiated locally at the mitoic spindle in Drosophila embryos. In sea urchin and frog eggs, calcium transients are required for both mitotic entry and exit and in mouse eggs, MPF inactivation requires both a calcium signal and an intact spindle. It thus appears that calcium signals coinciding with localised accumulation of MPF regulators are required first to set off and/or amplify the MPF activation process around the nucleus, and later to promote MPF inactivation via cyclin B destruction. Calcium release from sequestering machinery organised around nuclear and astral structures may act co-operatively with localised MPF regulatory molecules to trigger both mitotic entry and exit.